user 35 label a, window size = 10

- Average distance to the medoid
- Standard deviation of the distances to the medoid
- Duration
user 35 label b, window size = 10
Average distance to the medoid

Standard deviation of the distances to the medoid

Duration
user 35 label d, window size = 10
user 35 label e, window size = 10
Average distance to the medoid

Standard deviation of the distances to the medoid

Duration

user 35 label f, window size = 10
Average distance to the medoid

Standard deviation of the distances to the medoid

Duration

user 35 label h, window size = 10
user 35 label j, window size = 10

Average distance to the medoid

Standard deviation of the distances to the medoid

Duration
user 35 label k, window size = 10

Average distance to the medoid

Standard deviation of the distances to the medoid

Duration
Average distance to the medoid

Standard deviation of the distances to the medoid

Duration

user 35 label l, window size = 10
user 35 label m, window size = 10
user 35 label n, window size = 10

Average distance to the medoid

Standard deviation of the distances to the medoid

Duration
user 35 label o, window size = 10
user 35 label p, window size = 10

Average distance to the medoid

Standard deviation of the distances to the medoid

Duration
user 35 label r, window size = 10
user 35 label v, window size = 10
user 35 label w, window size = 10

Average distance to the medoid

Standard deviation of the distances to the medoid

Duration
user 35 label x, window size = 10
user 35 label y, window size = 10

Average distance to the medoid

Standard deviation of the distances to the medoid

Duration
user 35 label z, window size = 10